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Abstract We create a multiphysics cardiovascular model by integrating the electri-

cal and active-tension generation properties of the cardiac myocyte into a lumped

parameter network model of the left ventricle, which is then applied to create a

boundary condition for three-dimensional haemodynamics simulation. The process

demonstrates the power and flexibility of the CRIMSON Boundary Condition Tool-

box and Control Systems Framework, our accessible tools for designing, imple-

menting and testing novel physiological controlled boundary conditions for fluid

flow.
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1 Introduction

Lumped parameter network (LPN) models have been used extensively to simulate

behaviour within the cardiovascular system, either exclusively [29, 3] or coupled

with one-dimensional [12, 1, 13, 18] or three-dimensional [17, 25, 24, 30] vascular

domains. Vascular regions which have been investigated using LPN models include

the coronary arteries [7, 8], the heart [13, 5, 14, 9], the brain [1] and full closed-loop
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because they reproduce key phenomena such as the change in heart rate when

standing up [9], or the changes in coronary flow that occur during exercise [2],

but also because the study of the highly-integrated networks that cardiovascular

control systems form is challenging in vivo or in vitro, from both the technical and

the conceptual perspective.

Despite the accepted need for control systems models, progress is hindered by the

time-consuming nature of implementing and testing control systems within exist-

ing powerful simulation packages. In this work, we present the latest developments

made to our cardiovascular geometry creation and incompressible Navier-Stokes

hemodynamics simulation software, CRIMSON (CardiovasculaR Integrated Mod-

elling and SimulatiON) [28], which we assert can accelerate progress by making the

design of controlled physiological models faster, easier and more accessible, even

to users without a strong background in software development. In order to demon-

strate their flexibility, we use CRIMSON’s boundary condition and control system

design tools, the CRIMSON Boundary Condition Toolbox (BCT) and the CRIM-

SON Control Systems Framework (CSF), to create an electrophysiologically-driven

heart model, and use it as an inflow boundary condition as part of a multidomain,

multi-physics Navier-Stokes haemodynamics simulation in an example vascular ge-

ometry. The model makes use of an existing biophysical model of the cardiac my-

ocyte and its active tension generation, which we obtain from the mathematical cell

model repository cellML [10, 27]. The benefits of using an electrophysiologically-

driven heart model is that it allows us to leverage decades of modelling work on

the behaviour of the cardiac myocyte, with different desirable properties available

depending on the particular choice of myocyte model. The primary purpose of this

article is to demonstrate rapid model design and integration, so our heart model

follows previous work [19].

Previous non-electrophysiological LPN heart models generally employ a time-

varying elastance method [21, 3, 16], and include those that model flow-rate de-

pendend pressure losses in the left ventricle [9]. These models successfully repro-

duce aortic pressure and flow waveforms. Electrophysiological LPN models have

been shown to allow the effect of subcellular processes upon the haemodynamics

to be investigated, for example aortic pressure can be seen to depend on L-type cal-

cium channel conductance and upon on pacing frequency [19]. Similarly, appropri-

ate electrophysiological heart models are capable of reproducing the Frank-Starling

mechanism, the effects of dyssynchronous contraction and choice of pacing loca-

tion [26]. In general, the use of the model means that the aortic valve inflow in

the fluid domain is dependent upon subcellular processes and parameters, includ-

ing transmembrane voltage difference, ion channel state and intracellular calcium

concentration.
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2 Methods

2.1 Overview of CRIMSON

We perform our simulations using CRIMSON, which provides a complete software

pipeline for creating Navier-Stokes hemodynamics simulations from medical imag-

ing stacks, with an emphasis on power and usability. It consists of two main com-

ponents: the intuitive image analysis and segmentation interface, and the powerful

flowsolver simulation package. The flowsolver is highly scalable, having been used

previously to simulate pulsatile flow on 16,384 cores of an IBM Blue Gene/Q su-

percomputer. In the present work we discuss only two aspects of the pipeline: the

boundary condition control tool: CRIMSON CSF, and the closely-related arbitrary

LPN condition design and specification tool: CRIMSON BCT. We used CRIMSON

to create a simple vessel geometry for our investigations, which can be seen in Fig-

ure 2.

2.2 Graphical Design of Arbitrary Lumped Parameter Boundary
Conditions

Lumped parameter components are assembled into a network using a drag-n-drop

interface. The available components include resistances, compliances, valves, in-

ductances and volume-tracking compliance chambers, and they can be arbitrarily

arranged, and attached at a point to a boundary of the 3D simulation domain, as

shown in Figure 1. One circuit is created for each boundary, connected, for exam-

ple, as shown in Figure 2, and if desired, a circuit to represent the venous system

can be created and attached to some or all of the boundary circuits, in order to create

a full closed-loop network. We used the BCT to create the heart model (Figure 4)

and two downstream Windkessel models.

We use a standard component layout for the heart model LPN; similar designs

have been used previously to simulate aortic inflow [9, 6]. However, because we

want to control pressure generation using an electrophysiological model, we aban-

don the usual feature that the pressure within the ventricle is computed using a time-

varying elastance approach, and instead model the left ventricle by a component

which simply keeps track of the volume of blood that it contains. The construction

of the model in CRIMSON BCT is shown in Figure 4.

2.3 Powerful, Rapid and Accessible Control Systems Design

CRIMSON CSF has access to, and is able to adjust, any of the component parame-

ters or nodal pressures within any of the CRIMSON BCT boundary condition mod-
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Fig. 1 The creation of a three-element Windkessel model using the drag-n-drop CRIMSON bound-
ary condition toolbox.

Fig. 2 A complete set of boundary conditions, designed in the arbitrary boundary condition tool-
box and attached to a 3D domain. A heart model is shown on the right, and the three-element
Windkessel models on the left represent downstream vascular beds.

els, and it has access to all of the pressures, volumes and flows within each boundary

condition. This provides sufficient functionality for modelling many physiological

control mechanisms. Control systems themselves are described using Python, a pop-

ular high-level language which is suitable for both beginners and advanced users.

While the CRIMSON flowsolver itself is written in Fortran and C++, both of which

require considerable expertise to work with, Python is similar to MATLAB in terms

of being much easier to learn and to use. The Python interface with the CRIMSON
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Fig. 3 A simple example Python script that could be used to control a resistance in one of the
boundary conditions, dependent here on time and on a pressure within the boundary condition.

flowsolver is simple, and works as follows. To design a control system for a par-

ticular node or component, we annotate it with the name of the Python controller

script within the arbitrary boundary condition toolbox. We then take the CRIMSON

Python script template which contains all of the necessary boilerplate code, includ-

ing the automatically passed-in data on the state of the system, and the return value

(the new value of the controlled parameter that we wish to set), and we write the

code for the custom control system we wish to design into the template. A simple

example control script for controlling a resistor is shown in Figure 3.

2.4 The Cardiac Myocyte Model

The use of the electrophysiological model follows a previous approach used for

zero-dimensional simulation due to Bo Shim et al. [19], in which the authors took

an existing electrophysiological model of a cardiac myocyte, the ten Tusscher 2004

model [23] which, upon the application of an electrical stimulus, generates an action

potential caused by the flow of ions across the cell membrane. The model simulates

the concomitant calcium release within the cell, which is the internal signal which

causes the cell to generate active tension. This model was modified to be suitable for
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Fig. 4 The CRIMSON Boundary Condition Toolbox, used here to design a heart model. Nodes
with prescribed pressure are tagged with the X symbol. The pressure prescription at the left-
ventricular pressure node (PLV) here will be set on each time-step by the electrophysiological cell
model, within the Python control script, using the volume stored in the LV component as input.

connection to an intracellular cross-bridge dynamics model [15], which generates

the active tension in response to the calcium release. From this, Bo Shim et al.

created a pressure generation model by assuming the ventricle to be a thin-walled

hemispherical shell, and applying Laplaces law to convert a known volume and

wall tension into ventricular pressure. Our approach uses the electrophysiological

model of Shirokov et al. [20] coupled with the Negroni and Lascano model for

active tension generation, as this combination was available in the cellML [10, 27]

repository, as the work of Matsuoka et al. [11]. We modified the model to include

the thin-shell-based ventricular pressure generation approach of Bo Shim et al.

2.5 Inserting the Cardiac Cell Model into the CRIMSON
Flowsolver using the Control Systems Framework

We downloaded the Matsuoka model from the cellML model repository as Python

code [4], and inserted it into our CRIMSON Python interface template script, mod-

ifying it so that it would advance a single time-step each time it was called to update

the control. We did not adjust the parameters from the CellML exposure of the

model [4]. We introduced the shell-based pressure computation, using the left ven-

tricular volume data automatically passed to the controller by the flowsolver, and

including the change of half-sarcomere length as the myocytes are stretched by the

volume within the ventricle. We further modified the model so that during diastole,

the filling is controlled by a constant diastolic elastance. The computed pressure

is returned to the flowsolver at the end of each update, and is used to set the left-
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Fig. 5 Aortic pressure generated by the heart model. Note that changes in heart rate are handled
automatically and naturally by the cardiac cell model.

ventricular pressure within the heart model. When this prescribed pressure exceeds

the aortic pressure, the aortic valve opens and blood flows into the aorta, and the

volume in the left ventricle seen by the control system is reduced. The converse is

true during diastolic filling.

We relate active tension to left ventricular pressure using the left-ventricular vol-

ume, a spherical approximation of the ventricle, and Laplace’s law, and the param-

eters of the Windkessel models at the two other boundaries of the domain, seen in

Figure 2, were tuned to adjust the aortic pressure waveform and ventricular ejection

fraction.

3 Results

We were able to achieve our primary objective of creating a complex boundary

condition, an electrophysiological heart model, by making use of the CRIMSON

Boundary Condition Toolbox and Control Systems Framework. This demonstrates

the power of the tools, which enabled us to create the heart model from initial design

to full functionality in the space of two days.

Figures 5 and 6 show that the heart model successfully reproduces an aortic pres-

sure pattern and left-ventricular pressure-volume loop. Each beat is the result of an

electrical stimulus applied to the myocyte within the control script, and so we can

change the heart rate by changing the frequency of the electrical stimulus; we do

this four seconds into the simulation shown in Figure 5.
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Fig. 6 The pressure-volume loop produced within the left ventricle by the electrophysiological
heart model, implemented using the control systems framework. Several beats are displayed.

4 Discussion

We successfully used the model to generate inflow pressure and flow in a Navier-

Stokes simulation domain, and to generate pressure-volume loops for the left ventri-

cle. The use of the cell model allows us to initiate each pressure pulse by simulating

the application of an electrical stimulus. The development of the model was rapid,

due to the novel tools which we have created.

4.1 The Cardiac Cell Model

Using a cardiac electrophysiology myocyte model means that the effects of chang-

ing the electrical pacing cycle length on the cell’s internal state variables are natu-

rally propagated to the generation of ventricular pressure. Cell models have differing

levels of realism in their ability to reproduce physiologically-observed pheonmena.

The model of Shirokov et al. [20], as modified by Matsuoka et al. [11], is only one

such possiblity. One reason to investigate other modes is that the duration of systole

is too short. This is a limitation of the cell model used; it is likely casued by the

Matsuoka model using data from guinea pig myocytes. This is something that we

could improve upon by replacing the electrophysiological component of the Mat-

suoka model with one for a human myocyte [23, 22].
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Fig. 7 A schematic of circuit in pure zero-dimensional mode. In this mode, CRIMSON flowsolver
automatically generates a replacement for the 3D domain (red) with the same topology (compare
Figure 2), and connects it to the boundary conditions, as prescribed for the 3D interface. This
allows very rapid prototyping simulations to be run.

4.2 Scope of Arbitrary Cardiovascular Control Mechanism Design

CRIMSON CSF aims to provide a complete set of tools for controlling the param-

eters within boundary condition models. For example, its access to the parameters

which determine physiologically-important factors such as tissue perfusion and oxy-

gen delivery means that control systems which monitor and adjust to varying tissue

perfusion requirements can be created. Additionally, control systems which do not

rely on any such monitoring, such as the cardiovascular response to psychological

stress, could be simulated by creating a control system which does not use any of

these variables as input. We believe that the facility to in this manner adjust any

of the nodal pressures and any of the component parameters within the boundary

conditions should allow most physiological control systems to be modelled.

4.3 Rapid Prototyping

One of the features which we found to be the most useful during this work was the

facility for rapid boundary condition design, testing and approximate parameteri-

zation provided by the CRIMSON flowsolvers pure zero-dimensional prototyping

mode. Enabled using a single input flag, this mode automatically replaces the 3D

simulation domain with an additional, simplified zero-dimensional domain (Figure

7), allowing many hundreds of cardiac cycles to be simulated in a short period of

time on a laptop, as opposed to achieving a few beats per hour on powerful comput-
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ing hardware. This is particularly useful for approximately parametrizing a control

system in order to study some state transition, as we generally require the system

to reach an equilibrium state before testing a control perturbation, and then we re-

quire a further extended period of simulation to observe the transitional behavior.

We note that because this mode neglects all 3D effects, the resulting parameteriza-

tion should only be seen as an approximate value, which must be fine-tuned in full

3D simulation mode.

5 Conclusions

We performed multiphysics simulation of the cardiovascular system by using an

electrophysiological heart model to generate flow within a three-dimensional Navier-

Stokes haemodynamics simulation. The model allows an electrical stimulus applied

to the myocyte to trigger a blood pressure pulse. Creating this model required the

merging of models from different subfields of cardiovascular modelling; due to the

available tools we were able to do this with a minimum of effort, with the model

design and integration taking two days of work.

In particular, this work demonstrates that our boundary condition design tools

and control systems framework enable rapid development of remarkably complex

enhancements of the CRIMSON flowsolver. While pressure generation in the heart

model is not typically considered to be a control system, using the control frame-

work allowed us to show that it is useful for more than just control systems, and also,

because fusing two models in this manner would otherwise be a time-consuming

task, it demonstrated the ease with which potentially difficult tasks can be achieved.

A key purpose of these new tools is that it gives researchers the space to explore,

so we do not expect to predict all possible uses, but to list a few, potential applica-

tions include simulating hemorrhage, both by creating the bleed in the first place,

and by simulating the response of the peripheral resistance and venous compliance,

modelling the exercise response in the peripheral vasculature and in the heart, as

coordinated by the neural central command, or implementing autoregulation sys-

tems within individual tissue beds. Many potential control system models will have

a lower level of complexity than the electrophysiological heart, so we believe that

our framework will be of great use to workers as they design the next generation of

transitional physiological models in hemodynamics.
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